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Hi team — wasn't able to send this off last night post-call. Here is a brief summary:

PSPC
- 120,000 N95s received today (yesterday)
- 500,000 N95s from the U.S. this week hopefully
- 270,000 N95s ready to go on a plane from Shanghai

Gloves — received & delivered close to 8 million and 1 million of vinyl gloves; expecting another 600,000 pairs
this week
Hand sanitizer — received 20,000 litres; anticipate another delivery of 10,000 litres this week
The 2,300 ventilators from China fell through (some counterfeit, some told to other countries)

o Also — the Chinese gov is taking over allocation of ventilators

Logistics
- Airplane leaving to China tomorrow (today), coming back Thursday

o 270,000 N95s on that flight
Another potential delivery of 1 million from China — officials have a call w them
We're also expecting more deliveries with our new supply chain process — more updates to come tomorrow
(today)
May be ready to put some swabs on the April 9th flight too

o 420,000 fed order and 100,000 order for 4-5 provinces that have orders which we're helping them bring
over

Do 3M N95s need to be tested upon receipt?
o We are hopeful they will arrive tomorrow, they do not need to be tested, they will be distributed

directly from the Purolator warehouse based off the 80-20 formula
- Good news — Ontario is testing N95 masks & may be able to help us test specs too so we don't have to ship to

Florida (which we have also learned can't help us with this anymore anyway)
o North Carolina is testing masks for us for the next few days too

Tracking Info
- We need to have a better tracking process that clearly shows orders received & urgent needs etc.
- Steve Lucas is talking w DMs across the country today on this
- Problem is that it is hard to have an up-to-date tracker that clearly shows critical provincial needs at any given

time because they are always changing (provinces procure things on their own, they receive donations, they
receive fed orders etc.; and as this all happens, "critical" needs change within that province)

- DPMO: Most important thing for us it to clearly communicate what has arrived & exactly on which date these
things are going to provinces

Gowns update from ISED
- House wrap & air bag material for gowns — PHAC has signed off— both proven & work
- LOIs with 22 garment makers; ISED has called and met with all of them



Process of putting together contracts with PSPC
- Stanfield can deliver a total of 2.6 million medical gowns using house wrap material from N.S.
- We may also expand the number of fabrics that we can use in this exercise

Ventilator update from ISED
- On the ventilator front — a lot of activity over the weekend with the 3 ventilator companies
- Will have to be decisions taken on how to proceed and move forward (issues such as indemnification,

warranties etc.) before the contracts are signed
- All 3 companies are proposing to build 10,000 ventilators and begin delivery in May — we are getting specific

schedules through the contracting process
o GE isn't providing warranties in the U.S. but we need to accept that they won't give us warranties and

get on with it
- PMO: We have these three companies in the PM's speech so we will need clarity on this ASAP

Other:
Back to tracking — maybe we can work on a week-ahead to give a sense of potentially what the week would look
like in terms of orders received & expected to be received in the immediate future
The Gov of China donation is coming in the next few days via the Red Cross

o 100,000 testing kits, 50,000 facemasks, 100,000 surgical masks, coveralls etc.
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